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Written to be used as a daily guide. The daily quotes offer helpful, insightful reminders,

encouragement, inspiration and enjoyment for each day of the year.
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This is a wonderful calendar. I look forward every morning to reading my "treat for the day". I love

the fact that it is a perpetual calendar so that I can use it year after year. That in itself is rather

unique. The thoughts at first seem simple enough and yet as I ponder each one I find it takes on

new dimentions. I have already ordered 2 more for gifts. You can't go wrong on this one!

This is a beautiful high quality calendar. The daily Hugh Prather quotes consistently start my day

with a thoughtful moment. The artwork is inspiring and the materials give it a feel of lasting quality

and durability. Since it is a perpetual calendar, it can be used year after year. It also has made an

excellent gift choice for my family and friends.

When you purchase a daily calendar online you don't really know what your getting into. Meaning

you can see a little sample of the quotes that are included but those are usually the cream of the

crop. The rest of the days may not be as good. For this calendar so far I have to say the quotes and

inspirational sayings are right on the money. I do have to warn the agnostics out there that G-d is

mentioned in many of the quotes. At first being more of a spiritualist I thought this would be an issue

for me. But I have to say the message overpowers any reservations I had.



I bought two of these for upcoming employee retirements. I am having all staff sign on the calendar

entry for their birthdays so that their retiring colleagues will remember them and the special times

they shared through the years. The calendar content is perfect for what I wanted and, as much so,

the page layouts are ideal for folks to sign and write a short comment. I took a chance with what I

could see of the calendar on  and am thrilled about the product.

Hugh Prather has once again found to essence of the human spirit. His words and thoughts offer

wisdom and inspiration to us all. Beautifully produced.

I am so happy to find this calendar is still available, and at such a reasonable price. It has been my

daily grounding for many years. The readings are filled with spiritual wisdom for finding inner peace

and for maintaining supportive, loving relationships. Reading it each day provides positive direction

in a world that often seems filled with fear, separation and anger.
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